
A HISTORY OF INVERSE ITERATION�ILSE C. F. IPSENy1. The Method. Inverse iteration is a method for computing eigenfunctions oflinear operators. Here we consider inverse iteration for the solution of the algebraiceigenvalue problem Ax = �x;where A is a real or complex square matrix, the scalar � is an eigenvalue, and the non-zero vector x is an eigenvector. Inverse iteration is the method of choice when one hasat one's disposal approximations to a speci�ed subset of eigenvalues of A, for which onewants to compute associated eigenvectors. The method is frequently used in structuralmechanics, for instance, when the extreme eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectorsof Hermitian positive-(semi)de�nite eigenproblems are sought [2, 3, 12, 13, 18, 30].Given an approximation �� to an eigenvalue of A, inverse iteration generates asequence of vectors xk from a given starting vector x0 by solving the linear systems1(A� ��I)xk = skxk�1; k � 1:The scalar sk is responsible for normalising xk . Usually one choses sk so that kxkk =1 in some norm. If everything goes well, the sequence of iterates xk converges toan eigenvector associated with an eigenvalue closest to ��. In particular when thereis only a single eigenvalue � closest to ��, then the xk converge to an eigenvectorassociated with �, provided the starting vector x0 contains a contribution of thiseigenvector. Since xk is a multiple of the vector (A � ��I)�ky0 and since 1=(� � ��)is the largest eigenvalue of (A � ��I)�1, the contribution in xk of the eigendirectionassociated with � increases faster as k !1 than the contributions associated with theother eigenvalues. Inverse iteration is mathematically identical2 to the power methodapplied to (A� ��I)�1.In 1979 Wilkinson remarked: `Inverse iteration is now the most widely usedmethod for computing eigenvectors corresponding to selected eigenvalues which havealready been computed more or less accurately' [26, p 339]. A look at software in thepublic domain shows that this is still true today [1, 25, 28].Yet, after so many years, the behaviour of the method is still not completelyunderstood { neither in exact nor in oating point arithmetic [4]. As a consequence,even highly sophisticated, state of the art software like LAPACK still comes acrossmatrices for which it cannot compute eigenvectors to high accuracy without a drasticsacri�ce in e�ciency.This article describes the e�orts undertaken on behalf of inverse iteration3 from its� To appear in: Helmut Wielandt, Mathematische Werke, Mathematical Works, Volume II: Ma-trix Theory and Analysis, Huppert, B. and Schneider, H., eds., Walter de Gruyter, Berlin.y Department of Mathematics, North Carolina State University, P. O. Box 8205, Raleigh, NC27695-8205, USA (ipsen@math.ncsu.edu). This work was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9102853.1 Here I denotes the identity matrix.2 Mathematical identity means that equality holds in exact arithmetic but not necessarily in�nite precision arithmetic because the two methods determine their iterates by means of di�erentoperations.3 We concentrate on the solution of the ordinary eigenvalue problem rather than the generalisedeigenvalue problem Ax = �Bx; and we do not discuss techniques for convergence acceleration suchas Rayleigh quotient iteration where the shift changes with each iteration.1



2inception to the present day (October 1994). Here are a few of the issues that promptedthese e�orts: The iterates may not converge to an eigenvector because the startingvector x0 does not have a contribution in the desired eigenvector, or because theremay be several di�erent eigenvalues of A at the same distance from ��. The eigenvalueclosest to � may be a multiple eigenvalue, and inverse iteration may have to compute abasis for the corresponding invariant subspace. Unless linear independence is enforcedexplicitly, inverse iteration usually fails to compute the desired basis. When the matrixis Hermitian, linear independence is enforced by orthogonalising an iterate against thealready computed eigenvectors. But, depending on the shift �� and the starting vectorx0, iterates may still fail to converge. The problem becomes even more pronouncedwhen �� happens to approximate a cluster of close but not identical eigenvalues. Shouldone treat the cluster like a collection of separate eigenvalues, or like a single multipleeigenvalue, or like several multiple eigenvalues? How close together must eigenvaluesbe to qualify as a cluster? Should an iterate be orthogonalised against all eigenvectorsin the cluster or against just a few?2. Wielandt Started It. Inverse iteration was introduced by Wielandt in 1944[37]. Although Peters and Wilkinson remark [26, p 339], without further elaboration,that `a number of people seem to have had the idea independently', Wielandt is usuallythe one credited with the introduction of inverse iteration [11, 15, 31, 32, 39]. Herefers to inverse iteration as fractional iteration (`gebrochene Iteration' in German)because the matrix (A � ��I)�1 is a fractional linear function of A [37, p 3]. Hepoints out the bene�t of inverse iteration in the stability analysis of vibrating systemsthat are small perturbations of systems whose behaviour is known [37, xI]. In thiscase good approximations to the eigenvalues of the perturbed system are available.The computational aspects of Wielandt's work leading to the development of inverseiteration are described in the companion paper [16].Adapted to the algebraic eigenvalue problem, Wielandt's justi�cation for inverseiteration looks as follows [36, xIII(c)]: Choose � so that � = �� + �. Then Ax = �xbecomes (A� ��I)x = �x:Replacing x on the left by xk and on the right by xk�1, and writing sk instead of �gives inverse iteration.In 1951, Crandall [7] presents inverse iteration for real symmetric matrices as aninstance of a particular relaxation method4. He does not reference Wielandt's paper.3. Wilkinson's Idea. The person most closely associated with inverse iterationfor the algebraic eigenvalue problem is Jim Wilkinson. Although Wilkinson givesthe credit for inverse iteration to Wielandt [26, 39, 41], he himself came up withit independently in 1958 [38] as a result of trying to improve Givens's method forcomputing a single eigenvector of a symmetric tridiagonal matrix.We modify Wilkinson's idea slightly and present it for a general matrix A ratherthan just a symmetric tridiagonal matrix. Suppose A has order n, and the shift �� is4 Crandall [7, page 416] gives the following characterisation of relaxation methods: `A uniquefeature of relaxation methods is that they are approximate procedures which are not rigidly prescribedin advance. The precise procedure to be followed is not dictated but is left to the intuition andaccumulated experience of the computer. The computer's intelligence is thus an active or dynamiclink in the computational chain. It is this fact which has made relaxation so attractive to manycomputers.' Thus, at the time Crandall wrote his paper, a computer was (still) a human being; and`for exploratory purposes' the relaxation methods were carried out with a slide rule [8, p 141].



3closer to the simple eigenvalue � than to any other eigenvalue of A. Wilkinson's ideais the following: Since an eigenvector x is determined up to a multiple by n� 1 of then equations (A � �I)x = 0, approximate x by a non-zero vector z that solves n � 1equations of (A� ��I)z = 0.Why should such a z be a good approximation to x? Partition A so as to distin-guish its leading principal submatrix ~A of order n� 1, and partition z conformally,A � � ~A a1a2 � � ; z � � ~z� � :Suppose �� is also not an eigenvalue of ~A, so �A � ��I is non-singular. If we �x � to anon-zero value then there exists a solution ~z to the smaller system( ~A� ��I)~z = ��a1:This implies that z is a non-zero solution to the larger system5(A� ��I)z = �en; where � � a2~z + ��:If �en contains a contribution of an eigenvector x then this contribution is ampli�edin z by 1=(�� ��). Since � is the single closest eigenvalue to ��, the contributions of allother eigenvectors in z are ampli�ed by smaller amounts. Thus, z is closer to x thanis �en.Instead of solving the �rst n�1 equations one could solve any set of n�1 equations.If the ith equation is the one that is omitted then the right-hand side is a multipleof ei. In general, the right-hand side can be any vector x0, as long as it contains acontribution of a desired eigenvector x. Then the solution x1 of (A � ��I)x1 = x0 iscloser to x than is x0. Hence, as inverse iteration progresses the iterates xk convergeto an eigenvector x, provided the associated eigenvalue � is simple.4. Wilkinson Takes Charge. The foremost issues on Wilkinson's mind werethe choice of appropriate starting vectors, and the misfortune of having to solve alinear system that is highly ill-conditioned when �� is an accurate approximation to aneigenvalue of A.From 1958 to 1965 Wilkinson analysed the computation of a single eigenvectorof a symmetric tridiagonal matrix: determination of the convergence rate in exactarithmetic; choice of a good starting vector in exact arithmetic; and e�ect of thebackward error due to the solution of the linear system by Gaussian elimination withpartial pivoting on the size of the iterate and the convergence rate [38], [39, pp 142-7],[40, pp 321-30]. Regarding the computation of eigenvectors associated with almostcoincident eigenvalues, he recommends a di�erent perturbation of the shift �� for eacheigenvalue, and the use of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm to orthogonalise the currentiterate against previously computed eigenvectors [40, p 329].Wilkinson applies a similar treatment to computing a single eigenvector when theeigenvalue is semisimple and the matrix is real and nonsymmetric [40, pp 619-35]. AsWielandt had already observed in the context of the power method, Wilkinson realisesthat the iterates do not necessarily improve in successive iterations when the desiredeigenvalue is almost defective. In particular, Wilkinson analyses the e�ect of thebackward error due to the solution of the linear system on the size of the iterate andthe residual. He also gives a roundo� error analysis for the computation of complexeigenvectors of real Hessenberg matrices in real arithmetic. In the same spirit, Varah5 The vector ei denotes the ith column of the identity matrix.



4[34] analyses the computation of a single eigenvector for a complex Hessenberg matrix,and presents perturbation and roundo� error analyses for well-separated eigenvaluesin [34].5. Software on the Horizon. About six years later, in 1971, Peters andWilkin-son [25] publish ALGOL subroutines that perform inverse iteration on three classesof matrices: real, symmetric tridiagonal; real upper Hessenberg; and complex upperHessenberg. They recommend that these subroutines be used only if no more thantwenty-�ve percent of the eigenvectors are desired.Shortly thereafter appears EISPACK [29, 28] a collection of FORTRAN sub-routines for the computation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors that is based upon theALGOL subroutines in [43] (the EISPACK story is told in [23], along with some ofthe di�culties in translating the subroutines from ALGOL to FORTRAN). EISPACKcontains essentially the same subroutines for inverse iteration as its ALGOL predeces-sor. On the mathematical side, Wilkinson shows that it is not too di�cult to �ndgood starting vectors. If the shift �� is a good approximation6 to an eigenvalue of Athen, inspite of a backward error from linear system solution, one can always �nd a x0for which x1 is a good approximation7 to an eigenvector of A [41, x4]. In particular,among the vectors of any orthogonal basis there is at least one that constitutes a goodstarting vector [41, p 373].Wilkinson also considers the computation in exact arithmetic of a single eigenvec-tor when the eigenvalue is ill-conditioned8 [41, 42] and when the eigenvalue is defective[25]. He remarks with regard to a single iteration [41, p 376] that, even in the case ofan ill-conditioned eigenvalue, `the extraordinary ability of inverse iteration to producean exact eigenvector of a neighbouring matrix corresponding to a given eigenvalue isimmensely valuable and reassuring in practice'.In 1973, Parlett and Poole [22, 24] present a geometric theory of inverse itera-tion without orthogonalisation. This theory applies to general complex matrices andprovides conditions for the convergence of starting subspaces to invariant subspaces.Watkins resumes this geometric point of view nearly twenty years later [35].In his last paper on inverse iteration [26], considered by many to be the de�nitivetreatment, Wilkinson argues that there is no danger in solving an ill-conditioned sys-tem. He demonstrates that even though the computed solution may be totally wrong,it is still likely to have the right direction { and that is all we need. He also shows that,to �rst order, inverse iteration is related to Newton's method for solving non-linearsystems.At last, there is a block version of inverse iteration, called subspace iterationor simultaneous iteration, that iterates on several vectors simultaneously and enforceslinear independence of the vectors from time to time [6, 5, 22, 27]. Chatelin shows thatsubspace iteration is unstable when used to compute a basis of an invariant subspaceassociated with a defective eigenvalue, because the basis consists of principal vectorsin addition to eigenvectors [6, x5.9], [5]. She presents a numerically stable modi�edNewton's method to compute the basis of such defective invariant subspaces.6 Wilkinson means `good' in the backward sense: �� is an eigenvalue of a matrix close to A [41, p371].7 As before this means `good' in the backward sense: x1 is an eigenvector corresponding to theeigenvalue �� of a matrix close to A.8 A simple eigenvalue is called ill-conditioned if the acute angle between its left and right eigen-vectors is large [27, xIII.3.1], [40, xx2.8�].



56. The New Age. After several years of relative calm there is renewed interestin inverse iteration. Jessup and Ipsen [20] take up the case of starting vectors. Theyperform a statistical analysis to justify the choice of random vectors as starting vec-tors. In order to improve the accuracy of TINVIT, the EISPACK implementation ofinverse iteration for real symmetric tridiagonal matrices, they modify three featuresof TINVIT: choice of starting vectors, convergence criterion, and the decision of whenand which iterates to orthogonalise. The desire for improving the accuracy came as aresult of comparing parallel implementations of Cuppen's divide and conquer method[9] and inverse iteration [17]. While the parallel implementation of TINVIT with bi-section in [17] turned out to be the fastest method on an INTEL iPSC hypercube, itwas not as accurate as Cuppen's method. The changes in [20] increase the numericalaccuracy of TINVIT to that of Cuppen's method for matrices of order up to 525.A more recent parallel implementation of inverse iteration for real, symmetrictridiagonal matrices on the MasPar SP-1/2 [14] solves the linear system �rst by a fastparallel method such as cyclic reduction. If the solution is not accurate enough, thesystem is subsequently solved by a more accurate, possibly slower method such asGaussian elimination with partial pivoting.The collection of FORTRAN subroutines in LAPACK [1] for solving eigenvalueproblems is designed to replace the EISPACK routines. LAPACK contains subroutinesfor inverse iteration on symmetric tridiagonal matrices, and real and complex upperHessenberg matrices.Demmel and Veselic [10] derive relative error bounds, as opposed to the traditionalabsolute error bounds, for eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric positive-de�nitematrices for the case of componentwise relative perturbations. They conclude thatinverse iteration with bisection, when applied to the original matrix, gives better errorbounds than a method that requires a preliminary transformation of the matrix totridiagonal form.Combinations of Rayleigh quotient and inverse iteration are explored in [19, 18,21, 33].7. Not All Is Well. In spite of all the e�orts devoted to the development ofinverse iteration, the method still has its pitfalls. In corroboration we give two quotesfrom The Algebraic Eigenvalue Problem [40] which, thirty years after its �rst publica-tion, is still the `bible' for eigenvalue problems.With regard to the loss of orthogonality in the computation of eigenvectors asso-ciated with nearly coincident eigenvalues of symmetric tridiagonal matrices, and thenecessity to orthogonalise iterates against previously computed eigenvectors, Wilkin-son says [40, p 329]: `Of course we cannot expect the computed vectors to be orthog-onal, but remember that deterioration of orthogonality sets in well before we reachpathologically close eigenvalues. It must be admitted though, that this solution to theproblem is somewhat inelegant. It has the disadvantage that if we require orthogonalvectors we must apply the Schmidt orthogonalization process to the computed vectors.Also, unless the process can be put on a sounder footing, there remains the dangerthat we shall not have full digital information about the subspace'.Later on he concludes [40, p 344]: `Inverse iteration gives a very satisfactorysolution to the problem as far as reasonably well-separated eigenvalues are concerned.The problem of determining reliably full digital information in the subspace spannedby eigenvectors corresponding to coincident or pathologically close eigenvalues hasnever been satisfactorily solved.'Unfortunately, this is still true today. Compared to other methods, current imple-
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